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Market Snapshot

Today

Prior Session

3-month Libor

0.17%

0.18%

10-Year Treasury

1.51%

1.57%

S&P 500

4,207

4,202

IG Corporates

2.14%

2.15%

HY Corporates

3.97%

3.95%

Municipals

1.04%

1.03%

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Bloomberg Barclays Indexes

Rates
Will this morning’s jobs report finally give a boost to
languishing Treasury yields?

Credit
Corprate bond issuance continues unabated even as the cash
already on coompany balance sheets reaches fresh record
highs.
Of course, rates are low so perhaps companies simply see it as
an opportune time to load up on cash on hopes that they’ll find
productive uses for it down the road. But until then, that liquidity
may provide a pretty strong cushion for credit spreads in the
quarters, and maybe even years ahead, meaning that credit
markets may be well insulated from broad market volatility.
IG spreads of just +0.88% over Treasuries are likely near the
theoretical limit, in our view, and while HY spreads of 2.9% is
historically low, we think they can grind tighter still.

The answer seems to be no, just 266k jobs were added in
April on expectations of 1,000,000. While the unemployment
rate actually rose to 6.1% on expectations that it would drop to
5.8%.
On the surface, this will clearly be a report where markets will
want to dive into the details given that it was so far from
expectations, and at odds with other data points of late, but
the early market reaction has the 10-year Treasury yield
dropping sharply, now below 1.50% for the first time since
early March.
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Municipals
Tax-exempt treading was slow and steady with most of this
week’s primary market priced already. As a result, tax-exempts
ended the trading session unchanged.

Source: RBC WM and Bloomberg

Investors added $585 million to municipal mutual funds,
marking the ninth consecutive week of inflows. Investors pulled
cash from short-term and intermediate funds while adding cash
to high-yield and long-term funds.
Heads of the union representing New York’s MTA employees
union is asking Mayor Bill de Blasio to add 500 more policemen
to patrol the subways amid a spike in crime and attacks on
MTA employees.

Strategy & Economics
Key U.S. Economic Data Releases
Event

Period

Survey

Actual

Prior

Change in Nonfarm
Payrolls

Apr

1000k

266k

770k

Change in Private
Payrolls

Apr

938k

218k

708k

Unemployment Rate

Apr

5.8%

6.1%

6.0%

Average Hourly
Earnings YoY

Apr

-0.4%

0.3%

4.2%

Mar F

1.4%

-

1.4%

Wholesale Inventories
MoM

Chart: US Unemployment Rate Edges Higher to 6.1%

Our Thoughts

Non-farm payrolls reported well below projections
after the substantial snap-back in March that was
augmented by difficult weather conditions the
month prior. Nonfarm payrolls added 266k job,
down from 770k the prior month.
The unemployment rate increased slightly to 6.1%
in April, up from 6.0% the month prior.
Unemployment remains a key metric that guides
the Fed’s assessment of appropriate policy, which
may still take a considerable period of time.
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Prior Session Highlights & Analysis

Event

Period

Survey

Actual

Prior

Initial Jobless Claims

May 1

538k

498k

553k

Continuing Claims

Apr 24

3620k

3690k

3660k

Langer Consumer
Comfort

May 2

-

54.4

55.0

Nonfarm Productivity

1Q P

4.3%

5.4%

-4.2%

Unit Labor Costs

1Q P

-1.0%

-0.3%

6.0%

Chart: Initial Jobless Claims Slowly Trend Lower

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg

Our Thoughts

Initial jobless claims moved lower for the week
ending May 1st to 498k, down from 553k during the
previous week as more companies look to hire with
demand ramping up. Claims are indeed showing
improvement shown by the left chart, but at very
slow pace due to generous unemployment benefits
and lingering virus concerns keeping workers to the
sidelines. However, as economy prepares to open
more broadly in the coming months, jobless claims
will be a key indicator for determining improvement
in the labor market.
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